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[00:40] Jonathan: Welcome to the Love & Respect Podcast. I'm Jonathan Eggerichs, as always             

joined here by my father Emerson Eggerichs. I should say almost always. We've had a               

couple of instances where we've done some pre-recorded messages by you, but we're so              

glad you could join us this week as we jump into Episode 73. 

[00:59] We were spending some time here recently trying to come up with a title for this. I think a                   

number of the titles make sense and we'll probably even use multiple versions of the title                

to describe what you're trying to talk about today, dad. 

[01:14] We came up with the title What's wrong with thinking another person is right? I hope you'll                 

stay with us here as we jump right into that in a couple of minutes. 

[01:27] If you didn't get a chance to check out last week's episode, maybe a little bit challenging for                  

most of you that are in the midst of counseling, some of you that are thinking about going                  

into counseling or know somebody that is or maybe some of you out there who are                

counselors and listened to it and took some reflection on yourself and your own practice in                

helping people, whether in a professional sense or you're counselors inside the church. 

[01:50] That was Episode 72: Three reasons some counselors are bad at marriage counseling. As              

always, you can check that out on iTunes, Stitcher app, other podcasts apps, including our               

own app, the Love & Respect app that you can get for all mobile devices. As I said also                    

iTunes and the LoveAndRespectPodcast.com. 

[02:13] I really appreciate those of you that have given the little heart or like symbol on the                 

podcast website. I just think that helps people when they arrive at the site and note that                 

the content would be any less worthy of being listened to, but I know that when I go to                   

websites and I see something that's been liked or given a thumbs up or given a little heart                  

symbol I'm like, “Some people took the time to say that it spoke to them.” 

[02:37] So we appreciate you doing that. I know that some of those episodes have 25 – 30 likes                  

inside our own website where most people don't listen to it. But those of you on iTunes                 

that leave reviews—I think we're over 100 now or close to it—and we really appreciate               

that. Because that means something to people who are arriving for the first time. 

[02:56] So if you've never had the chance to do that, please consider doing that for us as that                  

continues to help the show with traction and in other areas where those types of things are                 

looked at. Again, thank you. 

[03:09] Today's episode, Episode 73: What's wrong with thinking another person is right? I know              

we've talked about this over the past six months to a couple of years as social media for us                   

has grown and become more of an emphasis and seeing how people comment on social               

media. I guess I am curious where did this idea come from today? Because I'm excited of                 

hearing your thoughts on it. 
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[03:36] Emerson: Well, I think it originally goes back to early in my life when I would hear one                  

person give their report on something that happened. They would be talking about a              

spouse and I remember believing them 100% thinking, “This makes sense. It saddens me in               

that sense, but it makes perfect reasonable...” 

[04:01] So I just bought into it—Hook, Lion and Sinker. But over the years I began to realize that                  

people can be very sincere in giving their report, but we haven't heard from the other side.                 

Suddenly when you hear from the other person it's like, “Wow!” 

[04:19] I think the classic illustration is I sometimes love to watch the court TV shows where you                 

have the two lecterns up there and the two people are accusing each other and the judge                 

is there, whether is Judge Judy or whoever; I guess they're getting great traction on these                

court things. 

[04:33] But, you know, whenever I hear the first person I believe them. I'm thinking, “Hey, just                

come get the other person, handcuff them and take them to jail. They're guilty, obviously.”               

Then suddenly the judge says, “Okay, now we want to hear the other side.” 

[04:48] Low and behold, my whole opinion changes! What I thought was, “Absolute, unequivocal             

truth now suddenly I'm doubting and I'm even beginning to think that the first person who                

shared was misleading in that, maybe sincere, but it ain't what I first I heard.” 

[05:08] So the challenge here in one of the applications, Jonathan, is—well, I suppose several—in              

social media—and you asked kind of what prompts me—I notice how quickly we are to               

believe someone who just states, “My wife is toxic.” 

[05:23] But the husband gives no evidence and the other guy is , “Yeah, amen, brother. Women are                 

toxic...” I mean, come on! Or the woman who says, “He is emotionally abusive,” and all                

women say, “That's right,” but there's no specifics, no evidence, no facts. 

[05:39] So my question to us is do you believe one spouse's report without ever hearing the other                 

spouse tell their side of the story? This is very important, and we're going to unpack that                 

today based on Proverbs 18:17 which says, “The first to plead his case seems right until                

another comes and examines him.” 

[06:02] And I try to live by that verse. As tempting as it is for me to believe the first person                    

immediately and say, “Case closed, over with,” I try to develop the discipline as best I can                 

to hear the other person's perspective. 

[06:18] Jonathan: Well, and I think that while that kind of parenthetical title that you just gave, you                 

know, you said that you believed one spouse's report. I mean, I hope that people that are                 

listening this is something to consider as you sit down with your children, or giving reports                

about something that happened. This is important to consider in the business. This is an               

application— 

[06:36] Emerson: A basic law. 
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Jonathan: An application that extends beyond marriage. As we listen to some of your              

examples, do we hear both sides of the story? Even as you gave an example of watching                 

court proceedings, we know they're innocent until proven guilty. That's to hear all sides of               

the story. 

[06:57] So as we go back and you unpack some of these Scriptures, these Proverbs that you just                 

gave in the New Testament, this is stuff that has had and been applied for millennia, as                 

people kind of figure out what's going on at any given situation. And as we think about                 

marriage, as we think about helping other people, as I even think about that in my own                 

practice when I had one spouse come in and the other is not coming in and I can't figure                   

out maybe the reason why, or I know the reason why. I mean, you got to be cautious here                   

when hearing people's stories. 

[07:27] And then the day and age as we live today as you've kind of talked about social media, it's                   

just out there. People are often running with this information. So I hope that this touches                

people on multiple levels and I hope it can be applied across the board to many areas of                  

their lives. 

[07:41] Emerson: Well, and I think it doesn't mean that the first report is untrue. It just means that                  

we who are listening don't know for a fact that it's true. We're only hearing one witness                 

and we're going to see Moses, Paul and Jesus very clear that you don't restrict your                

listening to one person and one person only, but it's important that we say that that first                 

person to give the report could be 100% true and the other person can be 100% wrong. It                  

just means that we're not in the position to be able to draw dogmatic conclusion from that. 

[08:13] And we'll address the fact that sometimes the other spouse doesn't come in to see you, for                 

instance. Through the years I've asked to hear from the other person and they don't come                

in, so you have to work with what you have if you're part of the solution here. 

[08:25] But we're going to address, I think, the importance of trying to get that other side as best                  

we can, and also—and here's a strong statement to some of you—if you're out there               

badmouthing your spouse who happens to be the parent of your 3 or 4 children, it's                

important that you understand that if your children read this later on and say, “Whoa!               

That's not the way it happened. I cant' believe my mom or my dad said this.” 

[08:54] It's important that when we communicate, we communicate not only the truth, but the              

whole truth and nothing but the truth. We'll talk about that because we can even say                

things that are true, but it's not the whole truth and we're kind of misleading people, and                 

in some cases we can actually just downright lie, or we can vilify another person through                

these boilerplate expressions we're going to talk about that really have no evidence, no              

fact. 

[09:19] Like, “She's toxic.” Well, that's just an empty expression. That's a cliche. Or, “He's              

emotionally abusive.” Well, that doesn't prove anything. That's a global judgment without            

substance, without facts. It doesn't mean that it's untrue, it just means that you haven't               

given any evidence. We're going to talk about the importance of getting more than just a                
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snapshot judgment, and also the importance of making sure that the person who's giving              

report, though they're sincere, may have misinterpreted the situation totally. 

[09:51] So this is very, very important because what we do is we can end up slandering people,                 

defaming people. This is liable. When you go on social media and you say things that are                 

false that's liable, that's legally inappropriate, not to suggest damaging to the family unit. 

[10:08] So we want to just kind of create a sense of caution here. We who are Christ followers kind                   

of up our game a little b8it and be more prudent as we engage the social media world and                   

not buy in to everything just on the first hearing. 

[10:21] Jonathan: So you've got kind of the examples, as you've indicated, of people who may in                

fact be doing this, whether inside of marriage, whether inside the workplace, or whatever.              

And you got people that may be trying to intervene in situations and try to figure out                 

what's going on. And then as we've talked about maybe broad-based applications that go              

beyond marriage. 

[10:41] I think you've answered a couple of questions here. What happens when hearing only one               

side—and you read Proverbs 18:17. Somebody might say, “Well, one person can be right,              

so why hear the other side?” You indicated, “Well, the first person who gives the report in                 

fact it might all be true, but we need to be cautious with that.” 

[11:00] So you've kind of indicated from Proverbs, from Moses to Jesus, so where do you kind of                 

want to go with this as we proceed through this topic as you've laid the groundwork here. 

[11:10] Emerson: Well, I think it's common sense that we certainly don't want someone to give a                

bad report about us without us having an opportunity to give voice to the other side. I                 

mean, it's the whole “do unto others as you have been done to you.” 

[11:22] One of the things that we as Christ followers need to realize is, “Wait a minute. If I'm doing                   

this, I've got to kind of put a stop to this, particularly if I'm trying to somehow bolster my                   

position.” I see this, we see people who are trolling on social media—it's called that—they               

kind of come along and they're giving voice particularly in the area of abuse and I always                 

know they're defending themselves.  

[11:45] They could care less about the person they're supposedly helping here. This is about              

self-indication and they're justifying their former decisions and they're using this particular            

phrase or whatever that they've read as an opportunity to send the message of              

badmouthing their spouse and badmouthing... It just gets out of control and we've got, as               

Christ followers, to back off of this. 

[12:07] This is kind of the Salem trials, the witch hunts, that this country went through where if you                  

just said the person was a witch, they took them out and drowned them or sent them to                  

the gallows. And we said as a nation, “Enough! We're not going to deal with people this                 

way. It's not right.” 
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[12:22] So the word here is to those of you listening: you've got to make sure that you're not guilty                   

of this. We can't stop everybody, but you can certainly not be guilty of that yourself and                 

also not enter into it prematurely and be a little more cautious in just buying hook, line and                  

sinker what you read about someone who hasn't even had an opportunity to share their               

perspective. 

[12:43] So that's why I think when you... I'll only read this. I think this is important because it kind                   

of sets the stage why we should be appalled. “What if you feel if someone took you to                  

court and accused you of murdering another person, but you were not allowed to speak to                

defend yourself or have a lawyer.” 

[13:01] “And what if the judge and jury only heard from the accuser? And what if the jury convene                  

and sentence you to life in prison without peril? And what if they bail and handcuffed you                 

and escorted you out of the court where you were handed over to prison authorities to                

begin your life sentence?” 

[13:15] “And here's the kicker: What if you had an alibi proving there was no way you could've                 

committed the murder, and furthermore, you had 100% proof that your accuser was the              

murderer?” 

[13:26] I mean, we could not conceive of such injustice. And yet, Jonathan, when it's coming to                

social media, we're murdering the reputations of spouses and other people sometimes            

because, “I say it, therefore it's true,” and we're not even giving that person their day in                 

court. 

[13:45] This, I think, has to be emotionally felt. We need to begin to shift this a little bit and begin                    

to say, “You know what? I'm not going to enter into that. I can't stop it with other people                   

necessarily, but I don't need to be guilty of this.” 

[13:57] Jonathan: Well, I think, again, as we've talked about social media—a good example             

today—but I think this happens all the time inside the local church. You've got couples who                

are friends and they're only hearing one person's version of the story and then rumors               

begin to spread. So how do we stop this as wise and discerning people, even when we may                  

have inclination to think that this first report that we heard was true, whether that rumor                

that we heard might be true. I mean, how do we verify these things? 

[14:30] Emerson: I think one of the things that we have to do and it's not comfortable—I mean, it's                  

easier just to listen to let somebody vent and empathize, and particularly if they echo               

something that we've experienced, and if they experience what we've experienced,           

therefore it must be true. 

[14:43] Well, that's group thinking. You can't enter into that, as tempting as it is. Again, that person                 

could in fact be accurate. We're not talking about the fact that they're in harm's way, that                 

we just ignore and don't say anything. I mean, if there is violence that they're giving                

testimony to you, call in the authorities. Let the authorities deal with this. Say to the                

person, “You need to call the police on this. This is very serious.” 
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[15:04] But we're talking about some of these very... like, “She's an absolute control freak,” or, “I'm                

always walking on eggshells,” or, “He's an off-the-chart narcissistic person,” or, “All she             

ever does is complain. She is a wicked witch,” or, “He's verbally and emotionally abusive,”               

or, “She is toxic.” 

[15:21] One thing that I do in a situation like that, Jonathan, I say, “Hey, give me three examples of                   

each of these. I mean, you're making this claim against your spouse, the mother of your                

children. I need help, because this is burdensome to me and I want to understand, so give                 

me some examples on this.” 

[15:37] It's interesting to me that people will attempt to do that in good faith, and sometimes it's                 

very revealing. “Wow! This is serious stuff!” Then my next thing is—and of course I have                

that privilege as a pastor or as a person who is interacting—, “Would your spouse be willing                 

to write me or come in and see me and we talk about that?” 

[15:56] Now, as a layperson you might say the same thing, “Sally—or Joe—I'm so burdened about               

you. Can Harry and I can get together with you and just talk about this the two of us as                    

couples because we care about you, we pray for you. We don't have all wisdom, but you've                 

got to take that next step to allow the other person to share their perspective.” Would you                 

agree with that Jonathan? 

[16:19] Jonathan: Absolutely. I think that this is critical in all relationships, and yet I think people                

are often frightened about, “How do I go about doing this?” and I think you're going to give                  

them some real useful and practical examples and tools as you just did. But even in our, as                  

we've talked about, in you in a professional sense, me in a professional sense, it's               

challenging to do that at times. All you can do is sit and listen with empathy, extend the                  

offer to meet with the other person or meet with them collectively. 

[16:54] I mean, this is tough stuff. So I think that at least knowing how to do this, how to attempt                    

this is important. 

[17:05] Emerson: And if we can't do it, I mean, if you're not part of the solution, then don't be part                    

of the problem. There are some people who just say, “You know what? I don't want to hear                  

this. I'm not part of the solution here. You're discrediting your spouse in my eyes, the                

mother of your children, or the father of your children. I care too much about you and your                  

family and your marriage—i just can't enter into this.” 

[17:24] Now, people are going to take up a fence at that because they're so used to badmouthing,                 

but you've got to make a decision that do you want to be one who's just part of this, which                    

would appear to be gossip, which could be slander, it could be defamation. 

[17:36] There comes a moment when somebody's got to raise the standard here and say, “You               

know what? If you want me to do something about this, I want to participate in this. I want                   

to pray for you, I want to meet with your spouse, together we can talk about this. But what                   

you're doing is you're creating in my mind a really bad image of your husband or your wife                  
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right now. In fact, I'm probably going to take up a fence toward them more than maybe                 

you have  a fence. You're just mad and venting and now I don't like it.” 

[18:00] That's why I say to best girlfriends, “If you start badmouthing your husband to this woman,                

she's going to take up a fence against your husband the way that you don't and she's going                  

to have an attitude toward him that's really misrepresenting perhaps the deepest part of              

his soul because you've taken a snapshot and you're just badmouthing just because you're              

mad.” 

[18:18] But she's going to now defend you, and this is why you see so many people who say, “My                   

husband's emotionally abusive,” 20 people jump on and say, “Divorce the bum, get out of               

the family. This is dangerous, get out!” And there is this almost epidemic response along               

this line without anybody doing what Jesus said, “Let every fact be confirmed by two or                

three witnesses.” (Matthew 18:16) 

[18:40] Moses said that, “Let every fact be confirmed by two or three witnesses.” Paul said, “Let                

every fact be confirmed by two or three witnesses.” (2 Corinthians 13:1) We as Christians               

need to abide by this not because we're trying to be unempathetic toward people, but the                

truth is we don't know what the truth is. We don't know all the facts. 

[19:00] I remember—back to this point of listening to both sides—when I was in my early 20s a                 

woman came for pastoral counseling and she was ripping her husband upside, one side,              

down the other. I mean, it was just I thought, “This guy is horrible!” 

[19:13] And I don't know, early on I said, “Would you think he'd be willing to come in to see me?”                    

She said, “Absolutely not. He is wicked. He could care less about this marriage. He doesn't                

value me, he doesn't value the marriage.” She just went off on him and said, “There is no                  

way he's going to come in!” 

[19:26] Afterwards I got thinking, “I'm going to give him a call,” because I had his number. I called                  

him and I said, “Would you be willing to come in?” He said, “I would love to come in. When                    

can I come in? I can come in ASAP.” He was sweet-spirited. He came in and he shared his                   

perspective. It was very self-revealing, acknowledged certain things that she had said, but             

he was just totally humble, wanted to deal with whatever. She never came back, Jonathan. 

[19:50] I was absolutely stunned. She never came back. And I realized, “You know what? That               

woman was not being honest with me.” And that was my first real experience of, “This                

woman lied to me. She misled me, and I believed everything she was saying.” That was one                 

of those early experiences that caused me to think, “Wow! I've got to be very guarded here                 

because this man I could've viewed him in a way that was really inappropriate and the fact                 

was she was misleading me.” 

[20:17] The same thing: husbands will mislead on their wives. They're not representing the             

situation correctly. So that's why years ago—I think many of us saw “Dragnet”. Remember              

Jack Webb, who is a detective, made famous that line, “Just the facts, man, just the facts.” 
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[20:32] Jonathan: Let me quickly read those three verses that you referenced from the Old              

Testament and two from the New Testament. The first was Deuteronomy 19:15, “A single              

witness shall not rise up against a man on account of any iniquity or any sin which he has                   

committed: on the evidence of two or three witnesses a matter shall be confirmed.” 

[20:51] Matthew 18:16, “By the mouth of two or three witnesses every fact may be confirmed.”               

Then again in 2 Corinthians 13:1, “Every fact is to be confirmed by the testimony of two or                  

three witnesses.” 

[21:04] Emerson: And it doesn't mean that we become judge and jury here, that we have some                

formal hearing, but as you engage people just listen and pursue the facts, pursue the               

examples. Say, “Can you give me several examples of this?” and, “Can we get together as                

couples and talk about this?” 

[21:23] I think that's a prudent way to approach rather than just saying, “Yeah, this is abuse.                

Divorce the bum. You need to get out of the marriage. I'm on my third marriage and it's                  

time that you get out of yours.” 

[21:34] I mean, this thing is we're trying to serve people by being empathetic, but in the process                 

we're promoting something that really is contrary to the heart of Christ in many cases,               

particularly when we jump on something based on presumption. 

[21:49] We don't have all the facts. Let me throw a little bit of a curveball here. Jonathan, did you                   

know that 100% of all people who drink water die? 

Jonathan: You want me to play like this is the curveball? No, I didn't. 

[22:07] Emerson: Yeah, well, I mean, actually you did know that. I mean, 100% of the people who                 

drink water die! So it sounds like a hard, cold fact. We know it for a fact. My point is—and                    

this is maybe a strange one—but when a husband says, “Because of my wife I'm dying in                 

this marriage...” Well, wait a minute. That doesn't mean that that's true. 

[22:32] There's no correlation between drinking water and death. There's no causality here.            

There's not even correlation. I mean, but we hear things at times that sound perfectly true.                

It sounds true. “100% of the people who drink water die,” and, “I'm in this marriage and                 

I'm dying.” 

[22:45] We don't say, “Tell me more and explain to me why you feel that way.” There are people                  

who are taking up a fence as though the other person's offensive and there's been no                

factual offense whatsoever. The Pharisees were offended by Jesus and the Disciples came             

and said, “Do you know that the Pharisees are offended by what you're saying?” 

[23:03] I mean, is Jesus Christ offensive? Was He sinning because the Pharisees took up a fence?                

There are people in marriages who are saying, “This person offends me.” That's because              

this individual who's offended hasn't grown up. They're immature, they're childish, they're            

reactionary and they're holding the other person hostage, but are they sincere in what they               

share? Absolutely and it's the sincerity that can mislead us at times and that's why we need                 
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to be empathetic, we need to engage them, but don't believe it at face value until you've                 

heard the other side. 

[23:30] We mustn't listen. That's why the Deuteronomy 19:15 is so powerful. “A single witness              

shall not rise up against a man on account of any inequity or in any sin which he has                   

committed.” Moses isn't saying that that first witness is false, it's just that you don't buy                

into it. You simply don't say, “It's absolutely the truth, now we're going to incriminate the                

other person.” 

[23:52] Jonathan: And I think you can hear the flavor of where this is going with somebody, if                 

you're sitting with a couple, if you're sitting with a dear friend, in terms of the way that                  

they describe it. They will often say something like, “This was happening and then they did                

this.” And yet I want to be fair to them. They have their perception of how that happened                  

as well. 

[24:18] I think you can often hear that willingness in somebody to say, “Look, I'm only giving you                 

my version of the story.” I think you can experience the genuineness in people who are                

even encouraging you to say, “Look, get their side of the story.” I think this does happen                 

and I think this happens with wise and discerning people who thinks something is going on,                

but also wants you to hear the other side. 

[24:42] The same way that an accident happens in the middle of an intersection and four people                

are standing on the four corners. They are all going to describe from their point, even                

though what actually happened—something happened that was factual, right. They're          

describing it from their viewpoint and they may say, “I saw it from this angle in that side. I                   

know there was another person on the other side of the street, you may want to ask them                  

what they saw from their angle.” 

[25:06] I hear good-willed people in my counseling sessions, whether together or separately, say,             

“Look, this is what I think is going on and I don't like it, but you may want to hear their side                      

of the story as well. I don't want to put words in their mouth.” I want to kind of step in and                      

be fair that sometimes this is maybe easier than it can seem at times, but in both cases we                   

do need to get the facts, but sometimes people even ask you to say, “Look, why don't you                  

talk to my spouse.” I think that occurs. 

[25:37] Emerson: Well, and that's a huge plus when a person does that, because as you would                

agree, and I certainly would say this, that I begin to really believe that person when they                 

have that attitude, “I want you to talk to my spouse. I know that I can be wrong. I know                    

that I can be biased in my perspective. I just want reconciliation.” 

[25:53] And I need to insert that because four people are in four corners and seen it from different                  

perspectives, it doesn't mean that the accident didn't happen because there are            

contradictory stories. “Well, I guess the accident didn't happen. Harry, I don't know how              

those two cards collided there, but based on these conflicting stories there is no accident               
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here today. We don't have any comment to report, so it didn't happen.” I mean, that would                 

be ludicrous. 

[26:15] So these different perspectives doesn't mean that the event didn't take place, that the pain               

isn't real, that suffering isn't there. It just means that part of reconciliation, part of getting                

things together in a marriage means that you've got to get that other person's side if you're                 

going to even have them come to the table and begin to attempt it.  

[26:33] If they feel like they're being badmouthed behind their back and that what was reported               

may even be true, but it's not representative of the movie of their life. “Yeah, that episode                 

happened and it's like now I'm incriminated.” If you don't give any kind of hearing to that                 

person and say, “Look, we want to understand what went on.” Hear their confession              

maybe, and that they don't want to live this way and they're needing help. 

[26:54] But I think when we hear a person say—and this is one of the ways I get at it, particularly if                     

a person comes to me the first time alone, I say, “If your spouse were here, what would                  

they say happened on this?” 

[27:07] And what's interesting to me, Jonathan, is most people are pretty honest and they will try                

to represent that. Here's a little clue: If a person is, “I don't know what they'll say,” now                  

you've got an insight that this person probably doesn't want reconciliation. They may be              

giving every impression that they want this marriage to go, but they're not. 

[27:24] The person on the other hand who says, “Well, he would say XYZ and there is some real                  

truth in what he said there, but here is the deeper thing that happened.” Or vice versa,                 

“She would probably say XYZ, but I feel this way. I would love her to come in, but she didn't                    

want to come in.” Now, you can work with that person, particularly as a counselor, because                

now you can begin to help them deal with that other person's perspective that they               

themselves has brought to us. 

[27:48] We can begin something, even if they're unwilling to come in at this point. That is a very                  

important thing you pointed out. As you're interacting with a person, ask the question:              

What would your spouse say happened? Beautiful thing to do! 

[28:01] Jonathan: Well, and I would also say to those of you that maybe are engaged in this right                  

now as the counselee or you're meeting with a group of your friends or whatever and as                 

you're thinking about this you're kind of catching yourself in some of these stories that               

you've given where you haven't given the benefit of the doubt that they're only hearing               

your side of the story. 

[28:21] Just begin doing that. Just begin saying, “Look, this feels justified when I'm saying. This feels                

like these things are happening. In fact, I've got these facts, but I do think it's probably                 

important that you hear their side of their story,” or, “I want to acknowledge that I may not                  

be seeing everything is here, which is why I came to talk to you in the first place, but you                    

probably want to hear their story.” 
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[28:42] I mean, I think that brings a freshness to the real problems that exist, but can be                 

illuminating and bringing to freedom to a situation that you may have unwittingly             

contributing to. It's difficult for people to get to the end because you always made it sound                 

like this was the version—and it may be, right—but just begin to back off of that a little bit                   

and allow the other person, or others, to speak into this. 

[29:06] Emerson: Well, and particularly—and this is true—sometimes people—and this is a good            

word to those who are listening, Jonathan—you're saying that we're afraid to tell the              

whole truth because it might incriminate us because we're guilty too of something. So we               

selectively keep that out of the story because we don't want them to get the impression                

that we're really the cause here. 

[29:27] So we don't tell the whole story because fear and insecurity and anxiety is such that if I tell                   

this then people are not going to believe maybe the real thing that took place here that's                 

really hurt me. So we keep that information out. But when you do that, and that                

information then comes out, now people conclude that you may not be an honest              

individual and it really throws your credibility out the window. So it's important that you               

represent what you did as best you can to the other person. 

[29:55] Years ago I learned about editorial writing that when the most persuasive editors who are               

truly good editorial writers will better represent the opponent than the opponent            

represents himself. And when people read that, they realize, “Wow! This guy, he             

represents the position of the opponent better than the opponent does,” but then says,              

“Now having said that, let me tell you a counterpoint on each of these why I don't                 

subscribe to that.” 

[30:17] That is extremely persuasive. And so too, you know, here's what I did in a situation. “I was                  

wrong for that. I shouldn't have said that. I know exactly what they felt. I know the triggers                  

and I pushed some of those buttons and I'm guilty of that.” 

[30:31] “However their reaction was so over-the-top in this one, I don't know how to deal with this                 

because what I did was wrong on a scale of 1 to 10 like a 3, their reaction was a 9.                     

Emerson, how do I deal with this? I know I'm guilty on the front-end of this, but, man, this                   

is kind of  like killing a fly with a machine-gun.” 

[30:52] Jonathan: Well, I think just the example you just gave can be applicable to many               

relationships, to many marriages where a third party isn't involved. If you begin to just               

examine the other person's point of view inside of conflict or inside of tension over some                

issue where you guys agree, and while you many not agree with their assessment or their                

representation of what's going on between the two of you, you just begin to hear it and                 

you just express your frustration.  

[31:16] You may need to bring in a third party, but just to let go of some of the self-justification, to                    

let go of some of the hard line stands of your version of the story of the way things go                    

down and listen and clarify, even though you may completely disagree, I think can bring               

some real healing—even apart from the situation where one or both of you have gone to                
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somebody else giving them a version of the report because you need some significant help               

in a situation. 

[31:44] So I was just thinking of that application even before. 

Emerson: Well, and I think in addition, to that person out there who thinks, “I got to just rip                   

into my spouse before everybody, and even toward my spouse, because this is the key for                

reconciliation and healing.” 

[32:00] Can I just say that's... stupid is as stupid does? I mean, you can't subscribe to the idea that                   

if I'm extremely negative and just extremely condemning, that my spouse is going to              

become positive and confessional? It just doesn't work. So you're going to have to              

somehow soften this, you've got to back off of these global judgments, these comments              

without substance as though somehow that's going to make you feel like you're justified              

and the people are going to believe you. 

[32:37] And this is the point that I'm trying to make. The truth is in this culture right now in social                    

media many people do believe that if you just made that statement, you just give your                

opinion, that it's gospel truth. 

[32:45] In short term you can convince people who don't even know you—so big deal—but long               

term it's going to undermine relationships, it's going to discredit you in front of your kids                

once the truth comes out. It's not worth going that direction. You can't violate these               

principles. It's not going to happen. 

[33:03] But, Jonathan, as we draw this to a close, here's the thing that I want to leave with some of                    

us. We're hearing statements like that I'm about to make to you and we're not even giving                 

it a second thought. 

[33:14] A woman said, “I have no say in this marriage. My husband totally controls me. My desires                 

don't matter to him. I'm suffocating. I'm dying in this marriage because of him.” This is                

something that I hear constantly and you hear a percentage of men as well. “This               

woman...” Whatever. 

[33:37] Okay, If you're like me, immediately my heart softens and I empathize and I'm thinking,               

“Whoa! Is this a potential wife beater here?” My mind immediately starts filling in the               

blanks. I don't know if you do that, but when you read this, “I have no say in the marriage.                    

My husband totally controls me. My desires don't matter to him. I'm suffocating. I'm dying               

in this marriage because of him.” 

[34:00] I mean, it's like, “Whoa! This is unbelievable!” But you know what? If this woman made                

that statement in court, the judge would not accept it. The judge would say, “Give               

examples of his control. Give proof of why you have no say. Give evidence of why you say                  

your desires do not matter to him. Give us the facts.” 
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[34:21] And one of the points I'm making is it's not that those statements are untrue, is that this is                   

how she feels, but there's no facts behind those claims. There are no facts behind those                

feelings. Make sense? 

[34:34] Jonathan: Potentially yet. 

Emerson: Pardon me. 

Jonathan: Yet.  

Emerson: That's correct. But you can't just stop there. And this is what's going on in social                 

media. There are these global judgments that many are just making out there. “My              

husband's emotionally, verbally abusive.” Doesn't say anything more. 

[34:53] And I point out the fact that a lot of times the guy will shut down and withdraw, not                   

because he's being hostile, but because he's trying to do the honorable thing that we've               

talked about in so many other sessions, calming himself down. 

[35:05] Or a woman will criticize and complain because she cares, not because she's filled with               

contempt. And just because I interpret them in this way that they're emotionally and              

verbally abusive, it doesn't mean that they in fact are. 

[35:17] We need specifics. Help me understand, in part, because in my case I help people decode,                

“It's not really what you think it is, it's not as bad as you think.” And we've got to not make                     

these global judgments without specifics on this. 

[35:30] But back to this woman, there was an individual that met with the husband and the wife on                  

this and—low and behold—when we she was making the claim that he controls her, that               

she has no say, that he's basically killing her emotionally, the issue is, “He won't let me go                  

to Europe with my girlfriends for two weeks, though I have baby-sitters lined up, and he                

tells me that spending $10,000 is inappropriate in this trip, and he also told me that I                 

cannot spend $1,500 a month on clothes.” 

[36:00] “I cannot take his control. He is oppressive. I'm dying in this marriage. I have no voice. I'm                  

losing my sense of self, my identity.” 

[36:10] Now that story is based on a true story, and we might all laugh at this, “Well, that's silly.                   

That's ridiculous. That's so exaggerated.” Yeah, and I bring it up because if we didn't find                

out that subsequent information, we would've listened to her face value comments and             

drawn some very negative conclusions about her husband, when the truth is she was the               

control freak, she was the one manipulating the situation, she was the selfish one. She was                

the one in some ways that was socially abusing him.  

[36:40] So I give that illustration, one, because it's true, but as an example of why it is important                  

that we go deeper when people make these global judgments about a spouse that we               

follow up with facts, several facts, and if at all possible meeting with that spouse. Because                
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otherwise we're contributing to the problem, we're not helping that person solve the             

problem. 

[37:06] Jonathan: Well, I appreciate all that. It was interesting to hear what you say and I hope it                  

was meaningful to those listening. I think it will be, especially as we've talked about just                

kind of the broad-based applications in how we do relationships and getting information,             

getting facts, in helping people move through some of these situations. 

[37:26] Emerson: Well, that's why Proverbs 18:17 that is crucial that we understand that verse,              

that we live by that verse, that we think in those terms. And it says, “The first to plead his                    

case seems right, until another comes and examines him.” 

[37:43] Jonathan: We appreciate you joining us this week. As always we hope that the message               

affected you, but that there's somebody that you can think of who might benefit from the                

message as well. 

[37:57] We certainly look forward to interacting with you, continue interacting with you on social              

media because there's powerful— 

Emerson: Don't badmouth your spouse! 

Jonathan: Powerful things out there and we certainly engage that whether it's email, those              

types of form. Hopefully this proves useful too and we will see you next week. Take care! 

Emerson: God bless! 
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